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A B S T R A C T 
The calculation of the energy spectrum and absorption coefficients of quantum dot nanostructured 
intermediate band solar cells using the Empiric K • P Hamiltonian method and its agreement with 
experimental data are summarized. The well established Luttinger Kohn Hamiltonian modified by Pikus 
and Bir for strained material, such as quantum dot arrays, is presented using a simplified strain field that 
allows for square band offsets. The energy spectrum and absorption coefficients are calculated with this 
new Hamiltonian. With the approximations made the energy spectrum results to be exactly the same but 
the absorption coefficient fits experiments less accurately. The computer time using the latter Hamil-
tonian is much longer than the former one. 
1. Introduction 
The intermediate band (IB) solar cells (SC) [1 ] include a band or 
set of levels situated in the bandgap of an ordinary semiconductor. 
These allow for sub-bandgap quantum efficiency using the IB as a 
stepping stone for electron-hole generation. IBs may be formed by 
the states of the conduction band electrons confined by quantum 
dots [2]. Much of the activity associated with this topic uses 
semiconductors with zincblende crystal structure. 
For a sound understanding of the quantum dot (Q_D) IBSC 
operation, a model for the calculation of the light absorption 
mechanisms is very convenient. Simplicity of use and capacity of 
feedback with the device engineers is very desirable. The Empiric 
K • P Hamiltonian (EKPH) has been developed with this purpose [3,4], 
The usual way of approaching this problem when using 
nanostructured zincblende materials is the use of the eight band 
Luttinger Kohn (LK) [5,6] Hamiltonian modified by Pikus and Bir 
(PB) [7,8] which accounts for the strain in the lattice. This is a 
variety of the K • P method introduced by Dresselhaus Kip and 
Kittel [9] and extensively developed by Kane [10,11] for calcula-
tions of semiconductor band structures. 
However, in the used form, the EKPH method is much faster 
and easy to handle than the LK-PB Hamiltonian (LKPBH) method. 
The purpose of this paper is to compare the two methods. 
Beyond this introduction, this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 summarizes the theoretical bases of the K • P methods. 
Section 3 describes the EKPH method leading to a 4-Band Hamilto-
nian matrix. Section 4 develops LKPBH in a way that makes it easily 
comparable with the approximations used in the EKPH method; it 
leads to an 8-Band Hamiltonian matrix. Section 5 evaluates the time 
consumed by calculations based on both methods. Finally some 
conclusions are drawn. 
2. Theoretical background 
K • P methods are based on developing a one-electron Hamilto-
nian into an orthonormal basis I0,v,fc)=u0,v exp(i/f • r)/y/£2 where u0, 
v(r) is a T-point Bloch function (GBF), which has the periodicity of 
the lattice, v is the band index, k is an arbitrary wavevector of the 
first Brillouin zone and Q is the volume of calculation, which is large 
with respect to the nanostructure under study. The 0 index refers to 
the r point (k=0). In this paper, we call this basis the standard basis. 
For zincblende semiconductors, it is very common to use an eight 
band renormalized matrix where the bands are the conduction band, 
(cb) and three valence bands (VBs): the heavy hole (hh), the light 
hole (lh) and the spilt off (so) bands, each one double degenerated 
due to two different signs for the spin projection. This is the 
approach we will follow when using the LKPBH. The EKPH does not 
take the spin into account, and so considers only four bands. 
The introduction of a nanostructure of a new material 
embedded in the host material induces an offset of the CB and VB 
edges. These usually form confining potentials for the CB and VB 
states. This offset is the potential to be used in the so called 
effective mass equations 
2vti WV
2<P + £v,0(r)i> = E<P (1) 
where m* is the effective mass and EVi0(r) is the band edge variable 
with the position because of the band offset introduced by the 
nanostructure. The hole effective masses are negative and differ-
ent for the different bands (hh, lh, and so). Due to the negative 
effective mass, a pedestal offset potential in the VBs has the same 
confining properties of a well in the CB. These equations are 
widely used by device physicists. 
In this paper, the conduction band states are divided into two 
groups, those in the bandgap of the host material, which form the 
IB (the IB is formed of cb states) and those within the conduction 
band of the host material which are the properly-speaking con-
duction band (CB) states. 
The utilization of the effective mass equations requires the use 
of the integral factorization rule, which states that [12] 
f f(r)g(r)d3r * f f f(r)d3r)( f g ( r ) - ^ 
(2) 
where / is a slowly varying function with negligible variation 
within a crystal unit cell, and g is a function with the translational 
periodicity of the lattice. £2ceU is the unit cell volume. If this is 
fulfilled for the so-called envelope functions *FV and GBFs u0v 
respectively, both used in the next equation, the one-electron 
eigenfunctions are 
S(r) = X u0,Ar)%(r) (3) 
For the case that at least one of the wavefunctions is confined, 
the photon absorption coefficient by QDs is given by [13] 
«S-fs, = « W * • E) with S ' J ^ J 
2n2e2 |<S|r-e|S«>p 
nrefChe0 Aab w (4) 
where nre/ is the index of refraction of the material involved, 2a 
and 2b are the dimensions of the QD base, Fs is the coverage factor 
of each QD layer and N¡ is the number of layers per unit length in 
the growth direction. EUne is the photon energy and e is the 
polarization vector. The super index max means that the state in 
the upper level is empty of electrons and the state in the lower 
level is full of them. The fraction of full and empty states will be 
factors in the calculation of the absorptions. In some cases, an 
additional factor of 2 will appear if transitions between spin up 
states and spin down states are to be added. 
If the integral factorization rule is fulfilled, the dipole element 
of matrix for photon induced transitions depends only on the 
envelopes, as follows [3]: 
(S|£T|S') £ X (fvH*"» 
(5) 
It is to be stressed that this expression is only valid if, at least, 
one of the envelopes is bound and fades at the infinite. In this 
paper the wavefunctions corresponding to the initial and the final 
states are both bound. 
3. The Empiric K- P Hamiltonian 
Let us start with the case in which the spin is neglected (spin 
and strain effects will be considered later). The Hamiltonian 
development in the standard basis is [12] 
V v = v1; (H0)v,v,k = (0, v, fc|H|0, v, fc) = £, v,0 ' h
2k2 
2m0 
W j i V ; (H0)v,vvk (0, v, fc|H|0, v\ k) = ^ 1 ! 
(6) 
(= is used for the definition of a new symbol), with m0 being 
the electron mass in vacuo. Different values of fc could have been 
considered for the initial and final states, but these matrix ele-
ments are all zero. Therefore, (H0) is a four dimensional matrix 
whose terms are functions of fc. 
Let us assume for a moment a homogeneous material with a 
zincblende lattice. The zincblende lattice belongs to the Td sym-
metry group. The cb GBF is called IS) and has a spherical symmetry 
(it is an s function). At fc=0, the three VBs are degenerate and are 
linear combinations of the three GBFs called IX), IV) and IZ) with the 
symmetry of x, y and z (see, e.g. [12] ) respectively (they are 
p-functions). These functions fulfill the following: 
(S\ - ifti-|X> = (S\ - ih^-\Y) = (S\ - ih^-\Z) EE P0 dX dy dZ (7) 
The rest of the Pvy are zero. P0 is often called the Kane matrix 
element. This, with the knowledge of the bandgap (ECVt0=Eg and 
£h h 0=£ / h 0=£ s o 0=0), allows the matrix (H0) to be written in full 
(round brackets represent a matrix). All the elements are analytical 
functions of fc and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues can also be 
written (using Mathematica©) as analytical functions of fc (see [4]). 
The fc-function eigenvalues are the so-called dispersion functions. 
The analytical value of the CB eigenvalue (the dispersion 
function) allows for an analytical expression of the CB effective 
mass. By equating it with the experimental effective mass, the 
value of P0 can be obtained. It is given by the following expression: 
gm m° 
(8) 
Unfortunately, two of the three VB eigenvalue fc-functions 
(dispersion functions) are not acceptable because they present 
positive effective masses. The main reason for it is that the spin-
orbit coupling has been neglected. The EKPH approximation is 
based on building a new Hamiltonian matrix (HEKP) in which the 
VB eigenvalues are parabolic dispersion functions obtained from 
setting the experimental values of the effective masses and their 
position at fc=0 (E^o^Eg, £ h h 0 =£ / h 0 = 0, Eso0=-A). That is, 
h2k2 
Elh(k) --
h2k2 
2mhh 
h2k2 
2m,h 
h2k2 
2ms„ (9) 
By their experimental origin, the Hamiltonian so formed 
includes a number of effects that are neglected in (H0). In parti-
cular, it neglects the spin-orbit coupling and the strain effects 
caused by the insertion of the QDs. 
Following the usual procedure of the perturbation theory in the 
first order approximation (although strictly speaking this is not a 
perturbation calculation), the eigenvectors are considered unchan-
ged. The CB dispersion function is also unchanged because the cal-
culation of P0 assumes the empiric cb effective mass. 
Any Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by the transformation 
(Ho,d)={D)(H0)(D+) where the rows of (D) are the eigenvectors of 
(H0), normalized to unity. (D+) is the Hermitian conjugate (the 
transpose of the complex conjugate) of (D). It is also its inverse, 
revealing that (D) is a unitary matrix. The diagonal elements of 
(H0,d) are the calculated dispersion curves (eigenvalues) of (H0), 
which are different to the empiric ones in Eq. (9). 
When the empiric dispersion curves of all the bands are 
adopted as the new eigenvalues, the diagonal matrix (H£KPd) can 
be written straightforwardly. The matrix in the standard basis is 
then(H£JfP)=(D+)(H£JfP,d)(D). 
The QD's shape is best approximated by a squat truncated 
quadrangular pyramid [14], but other shapes have also been con-
sidered in theoretical works, such as a lens [15] or a parallelepiped 
[16]. We also consider it as a parallelepiped or box of square basis 
(a=b) and short height c. 
In general, the offset energy is position-dependent and different 
for each band (cb, hh, Ih and so) as shown in Fig. 1. We show in this 
figure an accurate calculation [17] for an InAs QD of (non-truncated) 
pyramidal shape inside a matrix of GaAs. The potential is close with 
the square approximation often used, usually the same for the hh 
and Ih bands. The so band is too low to be of interest. 
The adoption of square potential wells or pedestals makes the 
calculations much easier. In this case, the effective-mass Eq. (1) can be 
solved for each band. An approximate calculation may consider the 
equation separable rendering the solutions <Z>(r), the product of one-
dimensional Schródinger equations, which are very easy to solve. 
Their calculation for the case of confined functions is a harmonic 
function (cos or sin) in the center flanked by fading exponentials. The 
accuracy of the separable solutions has been thoroughly discussed 
[18]. The full energy spectrum for confined states of InAs QDs in GaAs 
is presented in Fig. 2. The quantum numbers representing the states 
correspond to the increasing values of the energy for each solution of 
the one-dimensional Schródinger equation. 
The separable approximation has been used in Fig. 2. An exact 
solution (within the square potential box approximation) leads to 
negligible changes for the IB states (those within the host band-
gap) but reduction of about 52% for the most energetic states in 
the CB (the energy 0.9176 eV of the cb state lcM42) becomes 
0.4070 eV), this reduction becoming increasingly smaller when 
approaching to the CB bottom. Errors are smaller in the VBs. The 
hh-levels are very close together and form a quasi-continuum that 
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Fig. 1. Band structure based on the local value of the strain. Bands along the 100 
direction, through the base of the QD. Reproduced with permission from APS 1998 [17]. 
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Fig. 2. Full energy spectrum for confined states in a InAs QD material in GaAs. Blue 
lines, cb states; red lines, Ih states, orange lines, hh states; QD size: 2a—2b — \6 nm, 
2c—6 nm; CB offset, -0.473 eV; VB offset, 0.210 eV; effective masses (normalized 
to the electron mass in vacuo): cb, 0.0294; hh, 0.333; Ih, 0.027. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
extends into the host VB. They do not leave space in the figure to 
write their quantum numbers. 
Notice that some of the confined states are inside the CB or the 
VB of the host semiconductor. These states are called virtual bound 
states. They are degenerate with many extended states and play a 
very important role in the sub-bandgap photon-assisted transitions. 
For the calculation of the envelope functions ¥& ?x,¥V andfz, 
the following three steps are to be followed: (a) to obtain the 
discrete Fourier transform of the solution <P(r) (this is a plane 
wave development); (b) to multiply by the appropriate element of 
the (D+) matrix; and (c) to obtain the inverse discrete Fourier 
transform. The discrete Fourier transform of 0 is the solution of 
the Fourier Transform of the Schródinger equation solution cor-
responding to a certain eigenenergy in a certain band. In the 
general case, which is not stationary, wavefunctions may have a 
component in each band and so form a column vector of four k-
dependent functions, but this is not an eigenfunction. The eigen-
function vector has a single non-zero term depending on the band 
the solution belongs to. When multiplied by (D+), it is developed 
as a vector in the standard basis. Its inverse Fourier transform 
yields the four envelope functions to be used in Eq. (3). 
Once the envelope functions are calculated, the optical matrix 
element is calculated as 
(3\z-V\3>) s (!Ps|eT|S»s) + (í5f|eT|S»x> + (íV|eT|S»y) 
(10) 
and the absorption coefficient for any transition is calculated 
with Eq. (4). The use of Eq. (10) requires that the integral factor-
ization rule is fulfilled. 
The hh confined states are so close that they form a quasi-
continuum, which is in thermal contact with the VB. The Ih states, 
which are in the same range of energies, are also embedded in this 
quasi-continuum. Therefore, it is usually assumed that they all are 
in thermal equilibrium with the VB and characterized by a single 
quasi-Fermi level: that of the VB. The transitions between each 
confined state of this enlarged VB and the IB states appear at 
energies below the host bandgap. Also, some hh or Ih transitions to 
virtual bound states at the conduction band occur at energies 
below the host bandgap. Many of these transitions appear as an 
external current and form the sub-bandgap quantum efficiency of 
the IB solar cell. Transitions between extended states inside the 
host VB and the IB states occur also at sub-bandgap energies but 
their influence is very small [19], 
To achieve sub-bandgap quantum efficiency, the transitions from 
the VB to the IB have to be completed with transitions between the 
IB and the CB. The strongest of these are the transitions whose final 
state is a virtual bound state in the CB. At room temperature, these 
transitions take place easily through thermal escape mechanisms 
with absorption of thermal photons or phonons. 
We present in Fig. 3 the measured quantum efficiency (green 
solid line) and that calculated with the EKPH (blue dot-dashed 
line) for an exemplary solar cell (prototype SB in Ref. [20]). A 
reasonable, semi-quantitative, agreement is found. Other curves in 
the same figure are to be discussed later. 
In the figure caption there is a mention to Givens rotations. The 
calculated dispersion functions of (H0) are doubly degenerate for 
the hh and the so bands. In consequence, all the eigenvectors 
belonging to this degenerate space are valid and this implies that 
many diagonalization matrices (D) may be validly defined. A 
Givens rotation leaving the non-degenerate eigenstates [4] invar-
iant fully defines (D). We select the (D)-matrix that better fits to 
the experimental quantum efficiency. Anyway any value of the 
Givens rotation between 0.0 and 0.5 [4] gives results which, not 
being the same, are semiquantitatively coincident with the 
experimental result and present reasonably well located first two 
peaks which are the only ones resolved in the experimental curve. 
A pre-filling of the IB is made by introducing donor Si atoms in 
the IB region. When 20% of the QDs are prefilled, the absorption 
coefficient of Eq. (4) must be multiplied by 0.8 which is the fraction 
of empty states, which are therefore able to receive an electron. 
4. Introducing the spin-orbit interaction and the strain effect 
in the Hamiltonian 
When the spin is taken into consideration, the GBFs are asso-
ciated to a spin, up or down, respectively denoted by iSt), IXt)... 
and ISJ.), IXJ.) ... The spinors associated to these states have null in 
the lower or upper element. The (H0) matrix is now an eight-
dimensional matrix formed of two diagonal blocks of four-
dimension submatrices, (H0,t t) a n d (Hcu i)> both being identical. 
The spin orbit interaction Hso is added to H0. In the standard 
basis, for semiconductors with the zincblende lattice, (Hso) has the 
following non-null elements (the rest are null) [12], 
(Xt|(HS0)|Z|) = - <Xt|(HS0)|Z|>= 
¡<Ytl(HS0)|Zi> = ¡<Ytl(HS0)|ZD= 
¡<Xt|(HS0)|Yt> = - ¡W|(HS0)m> = 4/3 (11) 
A is a constant to be obtained experimentally (already present 
in Eq. (9)). The full Hamiltonian matrix, which is eight dimen-
sional, is not formed any more of two four dimensional diagonal 
blocks. For k = 0 the eigenvalues and the eigenstates are [12] 
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Fig. 3. Measured Internal Quantum Efficiency (IQE) of the exemplary cell (green solid 
line) as compared with the EKPH calculation (taken form [4]) for 0.2 Givens rotation 
(blue, dot-dashed line) and the eight band LKPBH calculation (red dashed line). In all 
the calculations, the fundamental IB is assumed prefilled to 20% with doping. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.) 
Eigenvalue 
Ecb.o 
Ecb.o 
VB.O + ^¡3 = EVB.O 
VB.O + ^¡3 = EVB.O 
VB.O + ^¡3 = EVB.O 
VB.O + ^¡3 = EVB.O 
I/1/1 + 
\hh-
\lh + ) 
\lh-) 
Eigenstate 
\cb + ) = |Sf) 
\cb-) = |SJ.) 
= lTm + Í™ 
= 7f |Xi> + ¿ i n > 
-<^|izt> 
= > - > 
• # 
£4) 
•VB,0 - 24/3 = V o - ¿ |so + ) = -^=|Xt> + j=\Yl) 
VI |Zt> 
• 24/3 = EVi -Á \SO - ) : vr^-vr™ 
VI iz;> (12) 
E'VB.O is the VB top in the absence of spin orbit coupling. With the 
coupling, its position is increased; it is the one actually measured. 
The split-off band is now pulled down by an amount A below the 
observed VB top. The eigenfunctions lcf>+), \cb-), \hh+)... are now 
the eight uUi0 GBF used in Eq. (3). It is frequent that these eigen-
functions are denoted in relation with their group transformations. 
We prefer to use a more device-associated nomenclature in this 
paper. 
The aspect of the matrix representing the Hamiltonian depends 
on the order we select the basis elements (although the change of 
order produces identical matrices), that is the GBFs. By ordering the 
basis' elements as \cb+), \hh+), \lh+), \so+), \cb-), \hh-), \lh-), |so->, the 
eight-dimensional matrix may be divided into four blocks, 
(H): (Wuu) (Hu{) (Wlu) (H„) (13) 
The interesting aspect of this block separation is that 
(Hlu) = (Hu()+(Hermitian conjugate) and (Hu) = (Huu)*(complex con-
jugate); therefore, only two of the four matrices have to be 
determined. Other advantages will be explained later. 
Each one of the block matrices may consider the sum of a 
kinetic matrix (the LK part), that applies to non-strained materials, 
and a strained material matrix (the PB part). Auxiliary functions 
are defined to write the matrix elements. 
Table 1 
Initial inputs calculated with the InAs material parameters [17] {yct 
and values obtained by fitting. 
is from [21]) 
Parameter 
Ycb 
Cl 
12 
ft 
Xs 
B (eV) m d= 
ac (eV) 
av (eV) 
bv (eV) 
dv (eV) 
Eg (eV) 
4(eV) 
IGOAS (nm) 
lMs (nm) 
Initial inputs: 
8 bands 
-1.202 
6.084 
1.577 
2.497 
) nm 0.920 
-6.66 
0.66 
- 1 . 
-3 .6 
0.418 
0.38 
0.60583 
0.56532 
8 B unstrained 
fitting 
0.75 
3.5 
0.53 
0.53 
0 
0.920 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
8 B strained 
fitting 
-11.2 
3.5 
0.53 
0.53 
0.239 
1.25 
-6.66 
0.66 
8-0.0091 
-3 .6 
-
-
-
-
4.1. The Luttinger Kohn-Hamiltonian 
For the LK part (the kinetic part) the auxiliary functions are [21 ] 
h2 
°
LK = Ycb2m^k* + ^ + ^ 
dix = Y-,4-^1 + k2v - 2k2) 2m, 
RLH = ^Tm\_h{kl + kf) ~ 2irAky] 
zm0 
2m0 
hPn 
\K = ^ -(K + iky)¡4& 
0 
Uu<=^kzlJ3 
zm0 (14) 
where ja» Yi, Y2, and y3 are the modified (see [21]) Luttinger 
parameters. Many of these parameters can be found in the 
literature [22], 
The parameter B = hP0lm0d, where d is an arbitrary normalizing 
constant, taken in this paper as 1 nm, is included in Table 1 cal-
culated with the empiric values of P0 given [17] for the InAs 
material. However, its value is slightly different from the one 
obtained using Eq. (8), which is 0.751. The values of B used in the 
calculations and appearing in Table 1 are obtained by fitting the 
effective masses in Appendix B, as described later. 
The LK upper matrix block elements can now be written as 
-V3T,, 
vb.O ~ ' LK 
V2S, 
LK 
Pfir - Q.LK 
LK 
V2ULK 
42 SLK 
^vb.o ~ hl( + Q.LK 
-V2Q5C 
-ULK 
~$LK 
-V2QL 
^vb,o (15) 
The asterisks refer to complex conjugates. No energy origin is 
assumed in this matrix. Actually, the band edges will be permitted 
to vary in the QD and in the barrier material. In certain calcula-
tions, it may be simplifying to put the energy origin in the valence 
band edge, so leading to Ecb0=Eg and £vi j0=0. 
The non-diagonal matrix block {HLKul) is 
' 0 0 -T*LK -J2\K\ 
0 0 RLK -J2RLK 
0 V3SL K 
-V3SL K 0 
(W<)): 
'LK 
-ufK 
R LK 
S* IK (16) 
At the T-point (k=0), the non-diagonal blocks are (0) and the 
diagonal blocks are diagonal matrices, each with the eigenvalues 
Eg, 0, 0 and —A, if the origin of energy is located at £VB,O They can 
be taken from the column of initial values for non-strained 
material in Table 1. 
When fc^O, most of the zero elements disappear. The disper-
sion curves relating the eigenvalues with k (each one doubly 
degenerate) are represented in Fig. 4 for the 8-band Hamiltonian, 
numerically calculated with Mathematica©. Spherical symmetry 
(isotropy), simpler for calculations, is only approximately repro-
duced by the LK model (as expected from the non-isotropic space, 
structured as the zincblende) although the direction differences 
are small and not appreciated by many of the experiments. 
This drawing seems to reveal that the dispersion curve isotropy 
is reasonably good. 
The effective masses implied by these dispersion curves reveal 
positive effective mass in the conduction band and negative ones 
in the valence bands. Assuming a parabolic shape, they can be 
approximately calculated by 
h2k2 m* 
m0 2m0(E(k) £(0)) (17) 
the effective mass being independent, in the strictly parabolic 
case, of the value of k. In our calculations, k is taken as 0.1 nm - 1 , 
Table 2 shows the effective masses calculated (as in [21]) for the 
different directions and the experimental values for the unstrained 
InAs [23]. We consider that they replicate the experimental data 
reasonably well (see e.g. [24] for details about the experimental 
methods) for the conduction and light-hole bands. However, based 
on the calculation of the effective mass (more sensible than the 
observation of Fig. 4), the calculated heavy-hole effective mass 
departs from isotropy sensibly and the split-off band is far from 
the reported measurement. 
The excessive value of the hole effective mass in the (1,1,1) 
direction advices a parameter fitting. This fitting must affect only 
the parameters not associated with the strain. It is presented in 
Appendix A. The fitting results appear in Table 1, "8 B unstrained 
fitting" column. The fitted effective masses appear in Table 2, "8-
Band fitted parameters" column. A very good agreement between 
fitted and experimental effective masses is observed for all the 
directions analyzed. Nevertheless, this does not mean perfect 
isotropy. In other directions the agreement may be worse, forming 
the so called wrapped angular distribution. 
The only effective mass which is not fitted is mso. As the 
eigenstates of this band are deep into the valence band, they do 
not produce subbandgap transitions. Therefore, less attention is 
paid to this band in this work. 
4.2. The Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian for a strained lattice 
The auxiliary functions for the PB part, corresponding to the 
strained material, are related to the deformation tensor. 
XX 
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'ZX 
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xy 
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£zz 
dx 
i fe + 
2\dX 
21 dx 
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I{ dz dx) 
Udu, 
2 
2\ dz dy 
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~d~Z (18) 
where u is the displacement of the points (e.g. the atoms' nuclei) 
with respect to their positions of equilibrium. 
The auxiliary functions are 
OpB = ac(£xx + £yy + ezz) 
PpB = ~ av(exx + eyy + ezz) 
Q-PB = ~ "v\exx + eyy + £zz) 
V3f 
2 
A 
vr 
R v\ xx VV' v x' 
- {Szx l£yz) 
hPo 
2m, 
kz]/V6 
hP( 
2mn 
[(.£xx + ieyx)kx + (£xy + isyy)ky + ( e xz + leyz) 
-(£zxK + £zvK + £zzK)lJ3 (19) 
and the upper Pikus-Bir diagonal block is 
(JW*0) : 
Opg -y/3Tpg 
-V3 r ¿ -pPB - QP 
V 2 Upft v 2 Spg 
-II* _<:* 
V2 UPB -UPB 
v2SPg -SPg 
-PpB + Q.PB - V 2 Q P 
—42 Qpg -PPB (20) 
The non-diagonal blocks are like in Eq. (16), but with the 
subindex PB. 
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Fig. 4. Dispersion curves calculated following [21] in the (1,1,1) direction (solid line, 
blue), in the (1,0,0) or (0,1,0) directions (dashed line, red) and in the (0,0,1) direction 
(dotted line, black). Each line is doubly degenerate for the + and - eigenfunctions. 
The set of curves from up to down correspond to the cb, the hh the Ih and the so 
bands. K is k in nm_1lcblll> state is assumed prefilled to 20% with doping. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.) 
4.2.2. A simple strain assumption for the quantum dot material 
The introduction of a nanostructure in a host of different lattice 
parameter leads to a deformation of both materials. The dis-
placements of the atoms can be calculated by minimizing the 
elastic energy. For this, the elastic 4-rank tensor is to be known for 
the materials involved. Using the displacements in a lattice of 
calculation points as variables, their positions are calculated to 
obtain the minimum [25], 
The deformations affect significantly the electronic variables. 
Energy eigenvalues and eigenstates are modified. The electronic 
energy may be subsequently introduced in the minimization 
process. In any case, the deformations vary with the position and, 
consequently, so do the band edges, affecting the offset potentials, 
as shown in Fig. 1, which in the EKPH are usually taken as square 
for simplicity. These squared potentials are only possible if very 
simple deformation tensors are used. Consequently, we assume 
that the host material is not deformed and that the QD material 
tends to adopt, in a first instance, the lattice parameters of the host 
material. Under these conditions, taking the coordinate origin to 
be in the center of the QD box, the displacements are 
Table 2 
Effective masses calculated for unstrained material (data in Table 1, initial inputs column) for the 8B models of the references, and the experimental values. 
Eff. mass Tomic et al. [21] -Band fitted parameters Experimental unstrained [23] 
CUi) 
0.023 
-0.917 
-0.023 
-0.064 
(1,0,0) 
0.023 
-0.341 
-0.024 
-0.064 
(0,0,1) 
0.023 
-0.341 
-0.024 
-0.064 
(1.1,1) 
0.023 
-0.410 
-0.026 
-0.077 
(1,0,0) 
0.023 
-0.410 
-0.026 
-0.077 
(0,0,1) 
0.023 
-0.410 
-0.026 
-0.077 
Any 
0.023 
-0.41 
-0.026 
-0.16 
ux(r)=xA 
"v(r)=xy| 
« z W = l Z (21) 
where^ s is a fitting parameter that is one if the QD material takes 
strictly the lattice constant of the host. The lattice constants in this 
equation (/c) may be found in Table 1. 
By application of Eq. (17), the deformation tensor elements are 
xx -yy -ZZ ' 
xy -yz °zx °yx -zy °xz 0 (22) 
In reality, the host lattice constant is also modified and strong 
shear stresses appear in the edges. In all, the potential is not 
squared; it has peaks in the edges and extends outside the QD 
(Fig. 1). However for the sake of simplicity we have neglected these 
complexities and adopted square potentials in the EKPH approx-
imation and we shall do the same with the LKPBH approximation, 
because the purpose of this work is to compare both approximations 
in the same conditions. However, other choices of the deformation 
tensor elements may lead to square potentials. We believe that the 
choice of the strain model is not so important as far as the parameter 
fitting in Appendix B, to be explained later, leads to a good fit of the 
band positions and of the effective masses. 
At the r point, the non-diagonal bloc matrices are zero so that 
the 8-band Hamiltonian has the same energy eigenvalues as the 
upper diagonal matrix, although doubly degenerated. With the 
strain model described above, the eigenvalue corresponding to the 
CB bottom is given by 
1 k(Jn/lsV (23) 
whereas EVB is about 10 meV. Thus we can adopt for ECB the 
experimental bandgap in the strained QD used in the EKPH 
approximation, which is 0.734 eV [3]. By taking the parameter 
values in Table 1 (Eg is the unstrained QD material), ^¡=0.238772. 
Notice that the host and QD-material lattice constants and the 
unstrained QD-material bandgap are considered very well known. 
4.2.2. Eight band effective mass fitting in the strained material 
The rough approximation adopted for the strain model requires 
a fitting of the strain-associated parameters. For the strained 
material, the experimental bandgap is rather different form the 
bulk InAs, as shown in Table 3 ("EKPH" column). Also, the effective 
masses are somewhat different. Details of the fitting procedure are 
given in Appendix B. 
The fitting values are reported in Table 1 and the resulting 
effective masses are shown in Table 3. It can be observed that the 
isotropy is, in general, very good, especially for the mcb, the mso 
and the mlh; it is less good for the mhh; the non-fitted mso is not far 
from the experimental value. 
4.3. Energy spectrum and envelope functions in the eight band Lut-
tinger-Kohn-Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian 
4.3.1. The energy spectrum 
The QD material, with the simplified strain described above 
caused by its inclusion in the host material, presents parabolic 
dispersion functions for low values of k with the effective masses 
in Table 3, column "8-B strained & fitted". With the exception of 
the hh band the effective masses are closely isotropic and reach 
values similar to those attributed to the effective masses in refer-
ence [4] for the EKPH. For simplicity we must admit isotropy also 
for the hh band effective mass, with the value in the (1,1,1) 
direction. The diagonalized Hamiltonian matrix, denoted as (HLKPB 
d), has the parabolic dispersion functions ruled by the isotropic 
effective masses. Schródinger effective mass equations can then be 
formulated, as in the EKPH case, with the same band effective 
masses; although in this case the equations are eight forming four 
couples of equations with two exactly equal equations in each 
couple. Therefore, the functions 0 acting as eigenfunctions are the 
same as those in the EKPH case. Since the band offsets are also the 
same (see Table 3, "8B-strained & fitted" and "EKPH" columns), the 
energy spectra are also exactly the same, with each value doubly 
degenerate. The energy spectra are represented in Fig. 2 for the 
exemplary InAs/GaAs solar cell. 
Summarizing, with the simplified strain adopted and the 
assumption of isotropy, the EKPH and the LKPBH have the same 
energy spectra. 
4.3.2. The envelope functions 
Once the 0 eigenfunctions are known, the procedure for 
obtaining the envelope functions is the same as the one described 
in steps (a)-(c) in Section 3. However, the diagonalizing matrix 
formed by the eigenvectors, now denoted as (DLKPB) is different 
from (D+) used in the EKPH method. It is formed of the eigen-
vector components of (HLKPB) and not of those of (H0). As the 
matrix now has eight dimensions, they have to be calculated 
numerically (algebraic equations of the 8th order do not have 
analytic solutions with generality) for each value of k to be used in 
the discrete Fourier Transforms. 
The electron eigenfunction is formed with these envelopes 
applying Eq. (3) with eight summands in this case. The GBF 
are|cb+), |/i/i+), |//i+), |so+), \cb-), \hh-), |//i-)and \so-). The envelopes 
may be labeled as, e.g. f£+T'121), which means the envelope mul-
tiplying GBF \lh+) is derived from the 0 of band {cb — \ with 
quantum numbers (1,2,1). The superscript may be removed in 
some generic formulas. 
4.4. The absorption coefficients 
The absorption coefficient is now calculated using Eq. (4). The 
matrix element appearing in this equation is now 
(S|£-r|S') s ^í¡ci,+>|£-r|1í"|(:i,+^ + (í¡iI)I+)pr|1í"|)I)I+)) 
+ (ííft+>|£-r|,í"iw.+>} + (ÍÍSO+>|':T|,Í"|S„+)} 
^d,->PrFid>->) *M« K M ) 
+ (Í¡B,->|«!T|S" | IM) + (¥fso_)|£-r|í"|so_)) (24) 
Table 3 
Band edges and effective masses with the parameters fitted in Table 1 and 
experimental values used in [4]. 
Band edges and relative effective masses 
Ec (eV) 
EWM. (eV) 
Evi„ (eV) 
Evs„ (eV) 
Direction 
mcb 
mhh 
m¡h 
8B-strained and fitted 
0.737 
-0.032 
-0.031 
-0.412 
CUi) 
0.0294 
-0.333 
-0.027 
-0.062 
(1,0,0) (0,0,1) 
0.0293 0.0294 
-0.185 -0.246 
-0.029 -0.027 
-0.062 -0.062 
EKPH 
0.737 
0 
0 
-0.212 
Any 
0.0294 
-0.333 
-0.027 
-0.076 
The superscript has been removed for generality, but absorp-
tion is produced by transitions between a state of a given band and 
states of the eight bands (including states of the same band of the 
initial state, which are intraband transitions). 
We show in Fig. 5 the sub-bandgap transitions between all the 
bound states in the VBs (hh + and Ih + states; the so + states fall 
outside this range) and the bound cb + states (IB states and virtual 
bound states within the host CB). Each transition must be calcu-
lated separately and all of them must be summed up. Actually we 
have calculated all transitions of the VB states and a given cb state. 
These absorption coefficients are labeled as VB-xxx, xxx referring 
to the quantum numbers labeling the final cb state. More precisely 
the final state includes the cb+ and cb— bands and if they are 
degenerate, like the 121 and 212 states, both are considered 
together (each one with the two spins). Finally, all these absorp-
tion coefficients are summed up together. Notice that, when 
summing up the absorption coefficients, the VB-111 coefficient is 
multiplied by 0.8 because in the exemplary cell 20% of the (1,1,1) 
states is supposed to be filled with electrons by doping. Similar 
curves appear in [4] (Fig. 6) concerning the EKPH. 
With this absorption coefficient, and under the assumption 
that all the transitions are collected as external current, the 
internal quantum efficiency is calculated and drawn in Fig. 3 (red 
dashed curve) together with the measured curve and the curve 
calculated with the EKPH. 
As explained for the EKPH, the appearance of a photocurrent 
through the IB states requires that there is a mean for performing 
the IB-CB transitions. It has been said that due to the small IB-CB 
gap this transition may be easily made with the help of thermal 
photons or phonons. 
5. Discussion on the calculation time 
The calculation of the envelope functions starts with the calcu-
lation of eigenfunctions of the TISE equation with the effective mass 
of the final state, which is cb state (it may be an IB or a virtual bound 
state). Since, for the case of a box-shaped QD with squared potential, 
the solution is analytic and well known, no time is needed for its 
determination (it is known beforehand). However the treatment 
used requires the numeric calculation of the eigenfunction in the 
nodes of the calculation lattice. This lattice, in our calculations, 
consists of 41 x 41 x 41 cells each of 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 nm3. The total 
number of nodes for calculation is 68921. Nevertheless, the time for 
this calculation, for example, for a final state, is in the order of one 
second, using Mathematica 7 and a notebook (Core i5) for it. The 
same can be said for an initial state. 
This calculation is followed by a calculation of the Discrete 
Fourier Transform in 68921 nodes of the final state and its multi-
plication by the diagonalization matrix element, which should have 
been calculated previously (as we see later, this time is counted 
apart). Then, the same is done for all the hh and Ih initial states, of 
which there are in the range of 200. Finally, in the case of vertical 
illumination, the elements of matrix are calculated for the x and y 
polarizations. In the EKPH, the calculation of the set of matrix ele-
ments associated to a single final state takes about 5 min. In the 
LKPBH, the time for preceding calculations is multiplied by 
2 because there are 8 envelopes instead of 4, that is, 10 min. 
Finally, all the given final states are summed up to obtain the 
absorption coefficient of the transitions from the VB to this final 
state; this process may last about 3 min for the EKPH. With a 
typical total of 10 final states within the bandgap, the duration is 
about (5+3) x 10=80 min. For the LKPBH there is a factor of 8, 
due to the double number of envelopes in each transition times 
the double number of initial states in the VB times the double 
number of final states in the IB/CB, in both cases due to the spin 
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Fig. 5. Sub-bandgap absorption calculated with the eight band LKPB (thick black 
line) and contribution of the transitions from all the bound states in the hh and Ih 
bands to the cb states (including the IB states). In the legends, each curve is labeled 
with the quantum numbers of the cb final state. 
degeneracy; thus the de duration for the LKPB Hamiltonian is 
640 min. The calculation of the total absorption once the absorp-
tion to each final state has been calculated is negligible. 
The calculation of the diagonalization elements of matrix in the 
68,921 nodes (the time said before to be counted apart) is by far 
the most time-consuming factor. In the case of the EKPH model, 
each element of matrix is analytic and the calculation takes less 
than one minute. However, in the 8B LKPBH method, the eigen-
values must be calculated numerically for each one of the 68921 
nodes. This takes about 200 min per element in the same machine. 
Assuming that calculations use the Ih and the hh bands as initial 
states, and the cb band as final states, the matrix elements to be 
calculated are 12 (the 4 elements in the cb, the Ih and the hh rows) 
for the EKPH method and 48 for the 8B LKPBH method (the 
8 elements cb, the Ih and the hh rows, each affected of plus and 
minus spins, that is in 6 rows); in total, 200 x 4=800 times more 
than in the EKPH. 
By summing up all the before-indicated times, the calcula-
tion of the subbandgap absorption with the EKPH may last about 
12 + 80=92 min and with the LKPBH it may last 12x800+ 
640=10240 min, that is, about V¡2 h for the EKPH and over 170 h 
for the LKPB Hamiltonian. We consider that the LKPB Hamiltonian 
does not fulfill the requirement of being adequate for device 
development with feedback of results, at least with the calculation 
methods used. 
It is to be noted that the times indicated correspond to highly 
automated software. The software actually used requires frequent 
interaction with the operator and the times are substantially 
extended. Furthermore, these times are an estimate. Not all the 
calculations of similar nature last the same, and the number of 
states is an approximation. 
6. Conclusions 
Bands offsets are a concept frequently used. It is shown that, 
strictly speaking, constant band offsets are only possible if the 
strain corresponds to a hydrostatic pressure in the QDs. However, 
it is shown in the literature that they are a good simplifying 
approximation in many cases. 
Under the same assumptions, of box-shaped QDs and constant 
band offsets, the energy spectrum is the same EKPH than in the 
theoretically well supported and widely used LKPBH. But we must 
warn the reader that the drastic approximations made into the 
LKPBH to compare it to the EKPH may lead to a spectrum some-
what different than the real one. 
The absorption coefficients may be calculated with EKPH and 
with the LKPBH and they give results which are reasonably similar. 
This is also an asset for using the simpler EKPH. 
The agreement between the measured internal quantum effi-
ciency and the one calculated with the EKPH is better than when it 
is calculated with the LKPBH. At a first sight, this is surprising 
because the LKPBH is deemed to be more accurate than the EKPH. 
This accuracy is strongly destroyed by the rough strain model 
adopted in this paper and also by the inexactness of the 
assumption of isotropy for the hh effective mass. In contrast, the 
variety of diagonalization matrices (GD) motivated by the degen-
eracy of the hh and so bands in the (H0) matrix allows selecting the 
value of the Givens rotation that produces a best fitting with the 
measured internal quantum efficiency. However the fact that the 
diagonalization matrix (GD) is fitted removes much of the pre-
dictive role of the EKPH method for determining aspects such as 
the best size of the QDs or other optimization characteristics. The 
LKPBH method, even with the simplifications made in this paper, 
is thought to better maintain this predictive nature. 
As we have seen, the calculation of the sub-bandgap quantum 
efficiency of QD IB solar cells using the 8B LKPBH is about 100 
times more time consuming than using the EKPH. Indeed, the 8B 
LKPBH is very adequate for accurate calculations provided that the 
dimensions and compositions of the QDs are properly set. This 
accuracy requires a better estimate of the field of strains and also 
powerful computing means, as it happens in all the papers on the 
topic that we have looked at. 
In summary, the use of the EKPH is supported by similarities 
with the results obtained with the well established LKPBH and is 
much simpler to use. 
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Appendix A. Effective mass fitting in the unstrained material 
in the eight band model 
The use of the same value for y2 and y3 leads to the same value 
for the mhh effective masses in all the directions in Table 2. This 
does not mean that perfect isotropy is achieved outside the 
directions studied; the curvature of the dispersion functions 
(effective mass) is different, but this choice provides a good pin-
ning to avoid excessive anisotropy in mhh. 
Variations of ycb and y2 produce very minor modifications of all 
the effective masses in the (111) direction, although the former can 
be used for fine trimming of the mcb. This is done as a first step of 
the fitting process and the result is in Table 1, "8 B unstrained 
fitting" column. 
Fig. Al shows the variation of all the effective masses with 
Yi=Y3 in the (111) direction. Since only mhh is strongly variable, it 
can be adjusted leaving the rest of the effective masses unchanged. 
A fine fitting of mlh can be achieved by varying j \ . This will not 
affect mcb but will modify mhh strongly. Therefore the fitting of mlh 
and mhh has to be done with j \ a n d Yi=Y3 simultaneously. The 
resulting parameters are in Table 1, "8 B unstrained fitting" col-
umn and the fitted effective masses appear in Table 2 ("8-Band 
fitted parameters" column). 
Effective mass 
0.1 r 
Fig. Al. Effective masses in the (1,1,1) direction vs. Y2~n when the rest of the 
parameters are those in Table 1 (8-B unstrained fitting column). Solid lines are for 
the calculated effective mass and dashed lines show the corresponding experi-
mental effective mass. The effective mass mhh is fitted for ¡^=¡^ = 0.53. 
Appendix B. Effective mass fitting in the strained material in 
the eight band model 
The calculations to be followed are made using the fitted 
parameters for the bulk material in Table 1, "8 B unstrained fitting" 
column. 
Among the strain related parameters, the heavy-hole effective 
mass in the (1,1,1) direction can only be fitted by varying b„(InAs). 
As shown in Fig. Bl, the mcb and mso effective masses do not 
change and mlh varies slightly. The fitting value is bv= -0.0092 (to 
be changed in the final adjustment, as explained later). 
If the bandgap fitting is to be kept, no fitting of the rest of the 
effective masses can be found by varying other strain parameters. 
We are led to revisit the kinetic parameters. ycb affects only the mcb 
effective mass, but this effective mass is also affected by B for 
which different values have been found depending on the calcu-
lation method. The parameter ycb is considered to be dependent on 
a parameter to fit mcb and is not primarily associated to the Lut-
tinger parameters given in the literature: it is not a property of the 
unstrained material. The value of B is also subject to different 
estimates. A simultaneous variation of ycb and B allows for the 
simultaneous fitting of mcb and mlh. At the end (when mcb and mlh 
are fitted) bv has to be adjusted again. The fitting values are 
reported in Table 1 and the resulting effective masses are in 
Table 3. It can be observed that the isotropy is, in general, very 
Effective mass 
0.1 
Fig. Bl. Effective masses vs. b„ when the rest of the parameters are those in Table 1 
"Initial inputs" column. Solid lines are for the calculated effective mass and dashed 
lines show the corresponding experimental effective mass. The effective mass mhh 
is fitted for b,,= -0.0092. 
good, especially for the mcb, the mso and the m¡h; it is less good for 
the mhh; and the non-fitted mso is not far from the experimental 
value. 
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